
rate hikes and a speedy reduction of its 
ballooning balance sheet. The dollar has 
just broken above the March high of 
99.41 although in-line with last week’s 
expectations. But it is approaching 
next upside targets of 100.16+/- which 
is the idealised area that ends the last 
16-month corrective rally. The Euro/
US$’s corresponding decline from the 
Jan.’21 high of 1.2350 ended last month 
at 1.0806 with this week’s decline simply 
acting out as a short-term secondary 
correction – that’s expected to end above 
1.0806 before resuming higher – this is 
a good test in forecasting a dollar turn 

at those three wave measurements. 
We’ve ruled out this downswing from 
the end-March high into today’s lows 
as completing a counter-trend zig zag 
because the larger degree outlook remains 
very bearish. Besides, a good benchmark 
for the bearish count is the small-cap 
Russell 2000 which finished a very 
precise expanding flat rally from its end-
January low of 1892.10 into last week’s 
high of 2137.10 and is now trading down 
to 1999.50 – there’s no way back (higher) 
for this index, which translates into more 
declines across-the-board. The next steps 
to watch for in the large-cap indices like 

the S&P 500 is a break below overlap 
levels, below the initial highs that formed 
during February’s upside rally at 4384.25 
– should this be broken to the downside, 
it will be another confirmatory warning 
signal of more declines ahead. European 
indices found overhead resistance earlier 
last week, ending March’s counter-trend 
rallies – this week’s sell-off is perfectly in-
line with ongoing bearish counts.                             

CURRENCIES – The US$ dollar 
index has pushed strongly higher over 
the last week as more details emerge on 
the Federal Reserve’s plans for interest 

Summary

STOCK INDICES – Stock indices have 
responded lower following the attempt 
at completing counter-trend rallies that 
began from the late-January/February 
highs with sharp declines this week. 
This action supports the ongoing bearish 
outlook developing from last November’s/
January’s highs although today’s lows in 
U.S. indices have so far, only unfolded from 
last week’s highs as three wave sequences. 
These three wave sequences are probably 
a series of fractal 1-2’s ahead of another 
short-term 2nd wave and prior to 3rd-of-
3rd wave acceleration, but its curious why 
the indices stopped and found support 
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lower, the beginning of a more prolonged 
downtrend. There’s continuing debate over 
the demise of the dollar’s reserve currency 
status as break-away countries like Russia 
and China attempt to circumnavigate the 
dollar payment system that’s aligned to the 
energy markets with sights on creating a 
new gold standard, supporting the Rouble 
and Yuan. That concept fits the idea of our 
medium-term downtrend for the dollar, a 
decline of around -45% per cent over the 
next several years (see annual video/report 
– details here).            
             
INTEREST RATES – Today’s FOMC 
minutes showed the Fed is set to reduce its 
ballooning balance sheet by rolling down a 
maximum of $60 billion in Treasuries and 
$35 billion in mortgage-backed securities 
per month starting in May. That’s not all – 
the minutes showed the Fed contemplating 
taking a more aggressive move in hiking 
interest rates – there’s no meeting this month 
because of the Easter celebration next week, 
so if they’re going to pursue that line, then a 
rate hike must come outside of any monthly 
meeting schedule and before May’s next 
FOMC. The big question is whether this 
is too little, too late – we tend to think so! 

The Fed are getting excited at the same time 
interest rates are approaching import peaks. 
The US2yr yield traded up to 2.600 today 
and heading towards the Oct.’18 peak of 
2.989%. It may struggle to get there because 
an Elliott Wave five wave impulse pattern 
is close to completing from the all-time-low 
of 0.081%. That would suggest the Fed are 
tightening at the wrong time, just ahead 
of a contraction in inflationary pressures, 
probably due to an inventory build-up to 
capacities when order books are tailing off – 
energy prices have also peaked, underlining 
the downside risks for the remainder of 
this year. Meanwhile, in Europe, Executive 
Board member Fabio Panetta said earlier this 
week at the Eurogroup meeting of ministers 
‘If we are to strengthen our defences, reduce 
our energy dependence and build a more 
robust economic base, we will need to take 
economic integration to the next stage’ 
referring to overall policy and monetary 
integration across the 19 members that 
currently use the Euro currency. The ECB 
is in no rush to hike rates even though 
CPI headline inflation is running at 7.5% 
per cent. The DE10yr yield has formed an 
important high at 0.736 and is beginning a 
corrective downswing.  

COMMODITIES – Precious metals have 
attracted a lot of attention lately as more 
analysts consider the rising inflationary 
trends, comparing conditions with the 
1970’s. Even so, gold and silver remain 
within the trading ranges set since 
Aug.’20 – that’s amazing when you see 
inflation in western nations around 7.5% 
or higher. Why hasn’t gold and silver 
been able to break above those Aug.’20 
highs? High interest rates and a stronger 
US$ dollar are two reasons but then these 
factors would be easily brushed aside if 
the mindset of the 1970’s were to grip 
the consciousness of today’s generation 
– so far, its simply not so. Gold in the 
1970’s was controlled by governments 
but silver was not, so the Hunt Brothers 
in partnership with the Saudi’s began 
cornering that market, helping gold’s 
exponential rise. Gold and silver are 
not too far from ending those corrective 
patterns from the Aug.’20 highs, but more 
downside is still needed before lift-off 
takes place. And when it does, gold/silver 
miners are expected to outperform as does 
silver and platinum over gold basis long-
term ratio relationships. Crude oil and 
the energy markets like gasoline ended 

post-pandemic primary degree impulse 
uptrends last month signalling peaks in 
rising inflationary trends. The markets 
haven’t quite caught-on yet but those 
inflation pressures are signalling peaks 
too, at least for now. Crude oil has already 
declined -$37 dollars from the 130.50 high 
whilst unfolding into a five wave impulse 
pattern – that’s confirming downside 
continuity during the next months. 
Primary wave A downside targets remain 
towards 63.30+/-.  
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FIG 1   S&P 500 E-MINI – DAIly - COUNT #1

EW-ANALYSIS – [setting the scene] -    This daily chart of the 
S&P 500 is exactly the same as the wave count shown in recent 
months except it swaps the futures with the cash index. Subtle fib-
price-ratio measurements in the post-pandemic advance reaffirm 
this ‘uptrend’ has unfolded into the original a-b-c zig zag pattern 
of minor wave i. one. Specifically, extending minute wave a’s initial 
five wave advance from 2191.86 into the Sep.’20 high of 3588.11 
by a fib. 61.8% ratio projects the terminal high for the next five 
wave advance of minute wave c towards 4845.76+/-. The actual 
high was in January, at 4818.62 – close enough to verify the zig 
zag’s completion. There’s also another fib-price-ratio forming a 
convergence-matrix within the five wave impulse of minute wave 
c – subdividing [i]-[ii]-[iii]-[iv]-[v], a fib. 61.8% correlative ratio of 
waves [i]-[iii] = wave [v]’s high at 4822.70+/-. These two convergent 
ratios go a long way in confirming the completion of the zig 
zag pattern of minor wave i. one. LOOKING AHEAD, wave ii. 
two’s correction has a ‘default’ downside objective towards the 
fib. 76.4% retracement area of 2640.00+/-. This deep correction is 
consistent within the larger ending/contracting-diagonal pattern 
of intermediate wave (5) that began from the pandemic low (see 
annual report for updates of this diagonal etc.).

S&P 500 E-Mini – DAILY - COUNT #1
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FIG 2   S&P 500 E-MINI – 180 MINS. - COUNT #1

EW-ANALYSIS – Tuesday’s comments from two of the 
‘doves’ within the Federal Reserve’s committee excited 
even more inflationary expectations across the asset 
classes – long-dated interest rates hit higher-highs, the US$ 
dollar pushed higher whilst stocks traded sharply lower. 
The S&P 500’s SHORTER-TERM pattern is confirming the 
current bearish longer-term counts by ending last Friday’s 
counter-trend rally from 4501.25 into Tuesday’s high of 
4588.75, testing the fib. 613.8% resistance prior to a late-
session decline which has continued today to 4454.50 (so 
far). This leaves behind last month’s larger degree counter-
trend rally that ended wave [ii]’s correction from the late-
February low confirming wave [iii] has begun this next 
decline. This translates into an accelerative decline that not 
only breaks below wave [i]’s low of 4101.75 but is targeting 
wave [iii] towards levels of min. 3718.00+/- which is a 
fib. 138.2% correlation ratio of wave [i]. Interestingly, this 
is also an exact fib. 61.8% extension below wave [i]’s low 
which means if this area is well supported resulting in 
some overlap of wave [i]’s low, this three wave decline will 
change to an a-b-c zig zag, ending the first zig zag within 
an ongoing double pattern as part of minor wave ii. two’s 
correction. Either way, there’s a lot more of this decline 
unfolding over the coming weeks. 

S&P 500 E-Mini – 180 MINS. - COUNT #1
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FIG 3   DOW JONES 30 – 180 MINS. - COUNT #1

EW-ANALYSIS – The Dow has finished last Friday’s 
SHORT-TERM counter-trend rally from 34437 into Tuesday’s 
high of 35015 and is heading lower again. This follows the 
late-March decline from 35281 into Friday’s low completing 
a five wave impulse downswing. Together, this 5-3 action is 
adding confirmation to wave [ii]’s counter-trend rally that 
began from February’s low of 32167. Wave [iii]’s downtrend 
has just begun and is in typical acceleration mode. It 
shouldn’t take more than a couple more weeks before 
breaking below wave [i]’s low of 32167 – wave [iii] has 
downside targets towards 29259+/- which is a fib. 138.2% 
correlation ratio of wave [i]’s decline – this is also in close 
proximity to 29584+/- otherwise derived by extending wave 
[i] by a fib. 61.8% ratio – should prices hold above 29584+/- 
then rally strongly, there’s an option to relabel minor wave 
ii. two’s decline from 36832 from a single into a double zig 
zag so that 29584+/- ends the first zig zag sequence. Either 
way, there’s a lot more of this decline unfolding over the 
coming weeks.

DOW JONES 30 – 180 MINS. - COUNT #1
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FIG 4   RUSSEll 2000 – 360 MINS. - COUNT #1

EW-ANALYSIS – The Russell is continuing to pull away 
from last week’s high of 2137.10 as a proportion of risk assets 
are summarily being unwound due to higher inflationary 
expectations. The Fed is set to reduce its balance sheet, 
another sign it’s serious about handling runaway 
inflationary pressures. Last week’s analysis showed the 
late-January counter-trend rally unfolding as minute wave 
x completing an expanding flat pattern right on schedule. 
This week’s SHORTER-TERM rally from last Friday’s low 
ended yesterday, Tuesday at 2107.90 with today’s sharp 
declines confirming minute wave a’s five wave impulse 
decline has begun. Extending the first a-b-c zig zag from last 
November’s high of 2460.80 into the Jan.’22 low of 1892.40 by 
a fib. 61.8% ratio, then cutting this by another golden-ratio 
of 61.8% projects minute wave a of this secondary zig zag 
towards 1784.00+/-.  So this becomes our interim downside 
target for the next month. 

RUSSELL 2000 – 360 MINS. - COUNT #1
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FIG 5   NASDAq 100 – 360 MINS. - COUNT #1 

EW-ANALYSIS – The Nasdaq 100 pinpointed the 
completion of its counter-trend rally from the end-February 
low of 13025.75 into the end-March high of 15268.75 last 
week as minute wave b with this week’s sharp declines 
pulling further away, confirming minute wave c’s next five 
wave downtrend is underway. These two price swings as 
minute waves a and b are part of an initial zig zag decline of 
minor wave ii. two – that’s eventually expected to develop 
into a far deeper double zig zag corrective pattern ending 
later this year. SHORTER-TERM, the decline from 15268.75 
was shown last week completing an intra-hourly five wave 
impulse pattern into last Friday’s low of 14725.00 – that 
has been followed by a thrift counter-trend rally ending 
yesterday (Tuesday) at 15198.00 prior to today’s collapse 
lower. Looking further ahead, downside targets for minute 
wave c are towards 11028.00+/- derived by extending wave 
a by a fib. 61.8% ratio. That translates into more accelerative 
declines over the coming weeks. 

NASDAQ 100 – 360 MINS. - COUNT #1 
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FIG 6  EUROSTOxx 50 – 360 MINS. - COUNT #1

EW-ANALYSIS – Continued rising inflationary pressures 
combined with new EU sanctions imposed on Russia has 
triggered stocks to decline again. The latest Eurozone CPI 
shows headline inflation at 7.5% per cent with energy as 
the single component that stands out, rising across the year 
by 44% per cent (Eurostat). Eurogroup’s meeting earlier this 
week agreed to ban Russian coal imports whilst tightening 
restrictions on Russian Banks. Tuesday/Wednesday’s 
decline in the Eurostoxx 50 has confirmed last week’s high 
at 3944.00 ended March’s counter-trend upswing labelled 
primary wave Ⓧ which now begins a secondary zig zag 
decline within cycle wave B’s double zig zag pattern. 
Extending the first zig zag from last November’s high of 
4409.50 into the March low of 3380.00 by a fib. 61.8% ratio 
projects a final low for the secondary zig zag towards 
2868.00+/-. Cutting this by a fib. 61.8% ratio projects primary 
wave Ⓐ of this secondary zig zag towards 3269.00+/- which 
becomes the next downside target during the next month 
or two. 

EUROSTOXX 50 – 360 MINS. - COUNT #1
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FIG 7   xETRA DAx 30  – 360 MINS. - COUNT #1

EW-ANALYSIS – Continued rising inflationary pressures 
combined with new EU sanctions imposed on Russia has 
triggered stocks to decline again. The latest Eurozone CPI 
shows headline inflation at 7.5% per cent with energy as 
the single component that stands out, rising across the year 
by 44% per cent (Eurostat). Eurogroup’s meeting earlier this 
week agreed to ban Russian coal imports whilst tightening 
restrictions on Russian Banks – the exposure for Germany’s 
banking system is also knocking the sector lower. Last 
week’s analysis had already identified the March counter-
trend rally from 12425.00 as ending minor wave x. at 
14945.00 but its been this week’s declines that have now 
isolated that high, confirming the next minor degree 
zig zag decline within intermediate wave (2)’s decline is 
underway. Extending the first zig zag to 12425.00 by a fib. 
61.8% ratio projects the terminal low for the secondary 
a-b-c zig zag towards min. 10508.00+/- then cutting this by 
a fib. 61.8% ratio projects minor wave a. of the secondary 
zig zag towards targets of 12025.00+/- sometime within the 
next month or two. 

XETRA DAX 30  – 360 MINS. - COUNT #1
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FIG 8   FTSE 100 - DAIly -  COUNT #1

EW-ANALYSIS – Incredibly, the FTSE-100 has withstood 
this week’s declines in U.S./Continental European indices, 
outperforming as surging commodity prices have boosted 
mining and energy stocks, while financials got a lift from 
rate hikes from the Bank of England. This is not expected 
to last though, but is dependent on continued downside 
acceleration in benchmarks like the S&P 500. Reflecting on 
the FTSE’s diagonal pattern that ended last September’s 5th 
wave within intermediate wave (C)’s uptrend, it performed 
exactly to plan upon completion with a sharp decline 
into March’s low of 6787.98. This was a three wave zig zag 
sequence, labelled as part of an ongoing double zig zag 
for wave (X). Admittedly, the March rally doesn’t have 
the same zig zag characteristics as other major indices 
purely because the b wave correction within this rally is 
relatively small – the low was 7075.82 on March 15th. But 
in order to confirm minor wave x.’s rally has completed, it 
needs to now pull away from the current high of 7614.13 
like its counterparts in the U.S. Awaiting confirmation. An 
alternate count otherwise changes wave (X)’s corrective 
downswing from a double zig zag pattern into an expanding 
flat, allowing a modest break above the exiting 7687.24 high 
towards 8060.00+/- prior to a five wave collapse to complete 
the pattern towards 6285.00+/-, max. 6137.00+/-. 

FTSE 100 - DAILY -  COUNT #1
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FIG 9   SHANGHAI COMPOSITE – DAIly -  COUNT #1

EW-ANALYSIS – Just yesterday, Chinese authorities 
extended a COVID-19 lockdown in Shanghai to cover the 
financial centre's districts, part of a city-wide lockdown 
of its 26 million population despite growing anger over 
quarantine rules. Meanwhile, activity in China's services 
sector contracted at the sharpest pace in two years for 
March as a surge in coronavirus cases restricted mobility 
and weighed on demand. The PMI Composite index was 
50.1 last month but came through at only 43.9 – the Services 
PMI was 50.2 in February but was also significantly lower 
at 42.0, down from consensus expectations of 49.6. This is 
pulling stocks lower, both in Hong Kong and Shanghai. 
The Hang Seng (see last Friday’s update) is forecast lower at 
the moment, a SHORTER-TERM correction towards min. 
20396+/-, a 2nd wave within a developing uptrend that 
began from the mid-March low of 18134 (futures). The 
Shanghai Composite is also expected to pull lower as a 
2nd wave correction following a major low ending minor 
wave ii. two’s correction from the Feb.’21 high of 3731.10 to 
3023.30. This SHORTER-TERM 2nd wave correction retains 
downside targets towards min. 3115.00+/-, max. 3088.00+/-. 

SHANGHAI COMPOSITE – DAILY -  COUNT #1
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FIG 10   INDIA CNx NIFTy 50 – DAIly -  COUNT #1

EW-ANALYSIS – The Nifty 50’s counter-trend rally that 
began wave [ii] from last December’s low of 16422.00 
finally came to an end into Monday’s high of 18229.50, just 
a fraction above idealised targets of 18116.00+/-. Today’s 
decline is certainly a promising start in confirming a 
new downtrend as minuette wave [iii] although more is 
required to ensure this gains pace over the coming weeks. 
But what is most impressive is the way this running flat 
pattern for wave [ii] unfolded is how wave (c)’s five wave 
advance ended below wave (a)’s high – this was expected of 
course, but it was a big condition in validating the pattern 
because it required the Nifty 50 to head towards (a) but 
not break above it – this helps validate its authenticity 
adding to the probability of new decline that begins wave 
[iii]. Wave [iii] downside targets are towards the fib. 138.2% 
correlative extension area of 14200.00+/-. 

INDIA CNX NIFTY 50 – DAILY -  COUNT #1
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FIG 11   ASx 200  – DAIly - COUNT #1  

EW-ANALYSIS – Although commodity markets have 
ended their post-pandemic (interim) uptrends last month, 
the markets are still believing in the continued rise of 
inflationary pressures and is trading them accordingly. 
This is helping commodity-related indices like Australia’s 
ASX 200 and London’s FTSE-100 to hold up relative to this 
week’s declines in U.S./European indices. Those indices 
are confirming the end to the late-February counter-trend 
rallies with huge downside risk ahead – by contrast, the 
ASX 200 is still holding near this year’s high of 7561.00 
although there’s good reason to suggest the late-January 
rally from 6657.00 has just ended a corrective (A)-(B)-(C) 
zig zag into Tuesday’s high of 7542.00 {see inset}. The 
important aspect was to end this zig zag below the Jan.’22 
high so as to continue with cycle wave B’s corrective 
downswing as a primary degree double zig zag pattern, 
i.e. Ⓐ-Ⓑ-Ⓒ-Ⓧ-Ⓐ-Ⓑ-Ⓒ with wave Ⓧ finishing right now. 
Should the ASX break above the 7561.00 high but fails to 
unfold into a five wave impulse advance from January’s 
low, then cycle wave B’s downward correction changes 
from the existing double zig zag pattern into an expanding 
flat – if so, watch for resistance around 7678.00+/-, max. 
7703.00+/-. Awaiting clarification. 

  

ASX 200  – DAILY - COUNT #1  
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FIG 12   US$-INDEx – DAIly - COUNT #1

EW-ANALYSIS – The US$ dollar index has now broken 
above the March high of 99.41 as indicated last week, 
following the completion of a sideways/horizontal flat 
corrective pattern that completed wave (iv) at 97.69 {see 
inset}. Wave (v) is already heading towards final upside 
targets of 100.16+/-. This will complete a five wave impulse 
upswing as wave [v] from January’s low of 94.63 and the 
five wave sequence as minute wave c from last September’s 
low of 91.95. It was last September that rising inflationary 
pressures really took off, so it’s not surprising that minute 
wave c is rather elongated relative to wave a’s preceding 
advance between 89.54 and 93.72. The entire double zig zag 
pattern from the Jan.’21 low of 89.21 is also approaching 
completion, towards the fib. 76.4% retracement area of 
minor wave i. one’s decline. The dollar’s been in this 
uptrend for some time now but there are indications 
that rising inflationary expectations have got ahead of 
themselves. If so, then the dollar will put in an important 
high within the week.

US$-INDEX – DAILY - COUNT #1
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FIG 13   EUR VS. USD – DAIly - COUNT #1

EW-ANALYSIS – The Euro/US$ is approaching SHORT-

TERM downside targets of 1.0848+/- which is specific to the 
completion of a 2nd wave corrective downswing from 1.1121 
in the form of an expanding flat {see inset}. This is the big 
test in establishing last month’s low of 1.0806 as ending the 
entirety of minor wave ii. two’s correction that began from 
1.2350. Should the Euro/US$ hold above the 1.0806 low, 
then resuming higher, it will establish confirmation that 
1.0806 ended wave ii. two as already indicated, beginning 
minor wave iii. three’s new multi-year uptrend. For this to 
happen, elevated inflation expectations will need to change 
around, allowing the dollar to fall. Awaiting confirmation. 
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FIG 14   STlG VS. USD – DAIly - COUNT #1

EW-ANALYSIS – Stlg/US$ has pulled lower over the last 
week but importantly, its holding above last month’s low 
of 1.3000 which is labelled as ending minor wave c.’s five 
wave diagonal pattern from last August’s high of 1.3984 
and the larger a-b-c zig zag from 1.4249 of intermediate 
wave (2). The Euro/US$ has also corrected to the downside 
since bottoming last month so Stlg/US$ is mimicking this 
same set up – should levels hold above 1.3000 as we expect, 
turning higher during the next few days, then it will 
ensure 1.3000 ended wave (2) with a more secure platform 
of support beginning wave (3)’s next uptrend. 
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FIG 15   USD VS. yEN - DAIly - COUNT #1

EW-ANALYSIS – The US$/Yen ended a five wave impulse 
upswing from the pandemic low of 101.18 into last month’s 
high of 125.11. This is minor wave c. of an a-b-c zig zag 
rally of intermediate wave (B) that originated from the 
June ’16 low of 99.02. A new multi-year five wave impulse 
downtrend is about to begin wave (C), ultimately breaking 
below that low of 99.02 during the next couple of years, 
reflecting dollar weakness rather than Yen strength. 
SHORTER-TERM, the decline from 125.11 has unfolded 
into a five wave impulse sequence ending last week at 
121.28 {see inset}. This adds confirmation to the top at 125.11 
ending wave (B). A three wave corrective rally from 121.28 
is about finishing now, at 124.05 (currently) or 124.11+/- prior 
to resuming lower. This next downswing fits the idea that 
the US$ dollar index is about to top out too.
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FIG 16   AUD VS. USD - DAIly - COUNT #2 

EW-ANALYSIS – There’s still a mystery around two of 
the commodity currencies within the G10 grouping, the 
AUD/US$ and US$/CAD. Neither completed satisfactory 
corrections during the last year’s declines against the 
US$ dollar and more importantly, they’ve both diverged 
from the course and direction of the US$ dollar index. 
Whilst the US$ dollar index shows it is reaching the end 
of its corrective strengthening phase, matching similar 
inverse patterns in the Euro/US$ and Stlg/US$, we’re 
left wondering whether the commodity currencies are 
still diverging? It’s difficult to explain why the AUD/US$ 
and US$/CAD would prolong their corrections out of 
sync with the dollar index and the other currency pairs, 
unless a sudden and sharp commodity decline takes place 
which resultingly weakens the AUD and CAD in a ‘catch-
up’ moment. Today’s alternate COUNT #2 for AUD/US$ 
shows what would happen if such an event unfolds over 
the next month. This is just a hypothetical idea, but one 
worth watching – in the meantime, count #1’s more bullish 
AUD/US$ outlook shown last Friday remains intact. 
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FIG 17   BITCOIN - DAIly - COUNT #1

EW-ANALYSIS – Bitcoin is advancing from the early-
March low of 37167.89 into a five wave impulse pattern 
as minute wave a. This is the secondary zig zag advance 
within the double zig zag upswing of minor wave d. that 
began from January’s low of 32977.44. Subdividing [i]-[ii]-
[iii]-[iv]-[v], wave [iv] is completing now at 43216.79 with 
wave [v] set to trade higher now, targeting levels towards 
50370.00+/-. This completes wave a with wave b then 
undergoing a correction prior to wave c’s final push higher 
towards 56540.00+/-.   
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FIG 18   US 10yR yIElD -  DAIly - COUNT #1

EW-ANALYSIS – The US10yr yield traded higher again 
this week, breaking last week’s high during Tuesday’s late-
evening session as two Fed committee members commented 
on the Fed’s necessity to begin reducing its balance sheet 
in the fight against rising inflationary pressures. The US2-
10yr spread is expected to invert by about -20bps to max. 
-70bps, ending an expanding flat pattern that began from 
the Sep.’92 high of 2.570. With the US2yr yield currently 
trading up to 2.600 yesterday and with upside targets to 
max. 2.809+/-, this suggests the US10yr yield topping out 
around now with today’s high at 2.655 just a fraction below 
the 2.682+/- area which is derived by extending primary 
wave ①’s high of 1.269 by a fib. 61.8% ratio. The inverted 
T-Note futures have declined as primary wave ⑤ from last 
August’s high of 135.14 into an intermediate degree five 
wave impulse pattern which is ending right now, towards 
today’s low of 120.05 or max. 119.17+/- derived by extending 
waves (1)-(4) by a fib. 161.8% ratio. 
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FIG 19   DE 10yR yIElD -  DAIly - COUNT #1

dE 10Yr YiEld -  DAILY - COUNT #1

SpEciAl incluSion SilvEr & Gold 

EW-ANALYSIS – Continued rising inflationary pressures 
combined with new EU sanctions imposed on Russia 
featured as the main discussion points at this week’s 
Eurogroup meeting. The latest Eurozone CPI shows 
headline inflation at 7.5% per cent with energy as the single 
component that stands out, rising across the year by 44% 
per cent (Eurostat). Further sanctions against Russia is 
causing a sell-off in EU equity markets although no safe-
haven buying has yet emerged in the bunds as inflationary 
expectations remain elevated. Even so, the DE10yr yield 
has ended its five wave upswing from last August’s low of 
-0.524 – the corresponding five wave decline in Italy’s BTP 
futures is a point of reference because it did not contain 
any overlap in waves 1-4 unlike the advance in the DE10yr 
yield. That overlap is troublesome in identifying this 
uptrend – if overlap of just 2bps is taken fair-value, then 
this uptrend cannot be a 3rd wave – but it can be another 
1st wave ending at 0.736 but unfolding into an overlapping 
diagonal pattern. This rather technical detail will become 
important over the coming months as yield pull back into a 
correction – as a 4th wave, that correction would be limited 
to remaining above February’s high of 0.328 but as a 2nd 
wave, shown in today’s chart as minute wave 2, this can 
develop far deeper, towards zero, or -0.043+/-.
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FIG 20   GOlD - DAIly - COUNT #1

GOLD - DAILY - COUNT #1

SpEciAl incluSion SilvEr & Gold 

EW-ANALYSIS – (spot bullion) Gold is feeling the heat of 
rising inflation and higher yields and stuck in a SHORT-

TERM range since trading down to 1890.10 late last month. 
A SHORT-TERM counter-trend rally began from this low, 
labelled as minor wave ii. two but its incomplete. A three 
wave zig zag rally is unfolding higher, where targets remain 
towards 1957.00+/- which is the fib. 38.2% retracement level 
of wave i. one’s decline from 2070.29, or 1978.00+/-, the fib. 
50% ret. level. Alternatively, extending the initial upswing 
that traded last week to 1950.11 by a fib. 38.2% ratio projects 
the completion of wave ii. two towards 1973.50+/-. Either 
way, the downside continuation of gold’s decline from 
2070.29 cannot be avoided – this next decline as minor 
wave iii. three would ordinarily measure towards targets 
of 1700.00-1690.00+/-. But alternate counts that otherwise 
depicts the decline from 2070.29 as a corrective zig zag, 
the 2nd wave within an uptrend of primary wave ⑤ has 
more limited targets towards 1825.50+/-, a level that must 
be watched during the month. 
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FIG 21   SIlVER - DAIly - COUNT #1

EW-ANALYSIS – (spot bullion) Silver has drifted lower 
so far this week but is holding above the late-March low 
of 23.96 which began a counter-trend zig zag rally. This 
is labelled minute wave b that is correcting wave a’s five 
wave diagonal downswing from last month’s high of 26.95. 
This rally is unfolding into a three wave corrective zig zag 
where waves [a] and [b] have completed, wave [c] is set to 
push higher over the next week targeting 25.41+/- which 
is the fib. 50% retracement level or max. 25.77+/- as the 
fib. 61.8% ret. level. Alternatively, extending wave [a] by a 
fib. 38.2% ratio projects wave [c] ending this rally towards 
25.58+/- or max. 61.8% to 25.86+/-. Once completed, silver 
resumes lower as minute wave c where targets remain 
towards 22.31+/-. The 22.31+/- area ends the first zig zag 
pattern within a developing double zig zag, a-b-c-x-a-b-c as 
minor wave v. five – downside targets for the secondary zig 
zag remain towards 20.60+/-. 
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FIG 22  CRUDE OIl – 360 MINS. - COUNT #1

EW-ANALYSIS – Crude oil slipped lower again today, 
trading down to 95.73 despite anxieties persisting over 
rising inflationary pressures although high SHORT-TERM 
interest rates and central bank tightening is threatening 
global economic stability, a headwind for oil. The outlook 
remains very bearish for the next several months as 
Crude oil ends its post-pandemic five wave uptrend that 
began cycle wave A from 6.50 ending last month at 130.50. 
Cycle wave B is expected to undergo a primary degree 
Ⓐ-Ⓑ-Ⓒcorrection where wave Ⓐ’s initial five wave 
downside target is towards 63.30+/- (see daily chart in last 
week’s reports). Wave Ⓐ subdivides (1)-(2)-(3)-(4)-(5) where 
wave (1) completed an initial decline to 93.53 and wave (2) 
as a double zig zag to 116.64. Wave (3)’s decline has begun 
with minor wave i. one ending at 98.44 although wave ii. 
two could have ended already at 108.75 with wave iii. three 
set for downside acceleration, alternatively, finding nearby 
support at 93.90+/- then turning higher to 111.00+/- to 
complete minor wave ii. two as an expanding flat pattern. 
Any accelerative break below 93.90+/- would confirm wave 
iii. three declines. 
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